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Abstract
In this paper we study the structure of the ice/vapor interface in the neighborhood of the
triple point for the TIP4P/2005 model. We probe the fluctuations of the ice/film and film/vapor
surfaces that separate the liquid film from the coexisting bulk phases at basal, primary prismatic
and secondary prismatic planes. The results are interpreted using a coupled sine Gordon plus
Interface Hamiltonian model. At large length-scales, the two bounding surfaces are correlated and
behave as a single complex ice/vapor interface. For small length, on the contrary, the ice/film
and film/vapor surfaces behave very much like independent ice/water and water/vapor interfaces.
The study suggests that the basal facet of the TIP4P/2005 model is smooth, the prismatic facet
is close to a roughening transition, and the secondary prismatic facet is rough. For the faceted
basal face, our fluctuation analysis allows us to estimate the step free energy in good agreement
with experiment. Our results allow for a quantitative characterization of the extent to which the
adsorbed quasi-liquid layer behaves as water, and explains experimental observations which reveal
similar activation energies for crystals grown in bulk vapor or bulk water.
Keywords: Roughening; Premelting, Layering; Surface Melting; Quasi-liquid layer; Capillary Waves; Sine
Gordon model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Snowflakes offer the opportunity to observe the beautiful structure of ice micro-crystals.[1]
The striking symmetry that is revealed, is related to the stability of well defined crystal
facets, which intersect at the edges making well defined angles.[2] As temperature is in-
creased, some crystal facets altogether disappear, while the edges and sides gradually blur
and eventually become rounded.
Whereas ice crystals in snowflakes grow under kinetic control,[1, 3, 4] the process described
is an illustration of a thermodynamic surface phase transition.[5–13] These transitions, which
are best characterized for independent well defined facets at equilibrium, determine overall
the equilibrium crystal shape of a crystalline solid.[14–17]
In surface physics there are two main types of phase transitions, roughening and surface
melting, that have been characterized on the basis of well understood solvable models.[6–
9, 12]
The roughening transition characterizes the thermal disorder that occurs on facets of a
two phase system well away from the triple point. This transition separate smooth facets,
with a low number density of defects, and small finite perpendicular fluctuations, from rough
surfaces, exhibiting a large number of defects and diverging height fluctuations that do not
differ at a coarse scale from those found in fluid-fluid interfaces. It is believed that when the
correlation length of parallel height fluctuations becomes larger than the size of the crystal,
the facet disappears and becomes round.[18]
Surface melting characterizes a different type of transition that involves three, rather
than two phases. It occurs as the crystal is heated close to the melting point. In such cases,
it is often found that the metastable liquid phase that is approached from below builds a
small surface layer, of finite thickness.[19–25] This process is known as premelting. Surface
melting occurs in those other instances where the thickness of the premelting layer diverges
as the melting point is approached, very much as in a wetting transition.[26] For the the
ice/vapor interface, surface melting can only occur at the triple point, and it is defined as
a divergence of the premelting film as the triple point is approached along the sublimation
line. Unfortunately, the relation of premelting with the corresponding equilibrium crystal
shape remains unclear, and it is a matter of concern whether the premelting transition could
round off the edges of a crystal shape as in roughening.[27]
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Whereas these prototypical transitions serve as a benchmark to assess surface induced
disorder in real systems, they may be well insufficient to interpret the variety of complex
surface phenomena that are found in real substances. In the case of a roughening transition,
for example, one sometimes finds roughening can occur on surfaces which preserve the
crystalline structure (the vertical displacements remain congruent with the lattice spacing),
as in surfaces of nickel,[28] while other reports refer to a surface disordering transition with
complete loss of the translational order on the surface, as in gold.[29] Already for such
simple atomic crystals, it is possible to find surfaces that neither premelt, nor roughen, that
roughen without premelting, or exhibit both roughening and premelting before the triple
point is reached.[20, 30]
A key issue that could be missing in the conventional picture is the interplay of roughening
and premelting with the related phenomenon of layering.[11, 13] This is a sequence of layer
by layer transitions that can occur on top of a substrate and lead to the discontinuous
growth of an adsorbed film. At the mean field level, typically surface melting is preceded by
a large number of such transitions. However, surface phase transitions related to short-range
molecular correlations are fluctuation dominated processes,[31] and the mean filed picture
is often considerably transformed after renormalization of surface capillary waves.[32–34]
Given this variety of surface phenomena, it is not unexpected to find how difficult and
controversial the characterization of equilibrium surface properties is in such a common and
important molecular crystal as ice.[27, 35–46]
There is currently ample experimental evidence indicating that the ice/vapor crystal sur-
face exhibits premelting at both the basal and prismatic planes close to the triple point.[27,
38–40, 45, 47, 48] However, several features of this transition layer are still a matter of de-
bate. Firstly, the temperature at which the premelting transition occurs, which varies from
-50 C, to a few Celsius below the triple point depending on the experimental source.[35]
Secondly, there is also no consensus on the thickness of the premelting layer, which varies
between 10 to several hundred Angstroms close to the triple point.[35, 49] Thirdly, the
nature of the transition itself, which appear likely to be a continuous process as reported
recently.[23, 25] Finally, It had been apparently unresolved for a long time whether the pre-
melting layer remains finite,[36–38] or diverges (surface melting),[27, 39] at the triple point.
However, recent advances in confocal microscopy have allowed the direct visual inspection of
ice surfaces which clearly confirm previous hints of the appearance of water droplets on the
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ice surface very close to the triple point.[38, 50] Such observations seem to confirm that the
ice surface remains only partially wet at the triple point, whence, does not exhibit surface
melting.[41–44] Notice, however, that there is some evidence that contamination of water or
air largely increases the size of the premelted film,[38, 40, 51, 52], an indication that could
reconcile to some extent the conflicting results from different laboratories.[36–38] Finally,
very recent experiments show indications of layering on the basal ice surface,[45, 49] though
the interpretation of Frequency Sum Generation experiments is difficult and often consistent
with alternative explanations.[48] A layer-wise packing of adsorbed liquid onto a solid sur-
face is certainly not unexpected by liquid state theory,[11, 13] but as noticed earlier, this is
a fluctuation dominated phenomena and it is still to be determined whether this structural
feature is a proper thermodynamic surface phase transition in this case.[32]
Further hints on the ice surface may be obtained from crystal growth experiments.[53]
Controlled growth of ice crystals at about 10-20 C below zero, usually produce prisms,
with flat basal facets and hexagonal shape, whether as grown from the vapor,[36] or the
liquid phase.[54] After the appearance of a thin premelting film, the hexagonal shape of
such crystallites is observed to round as the triple point approaches, possibly indicating
a roughening transition of the prismatic facets .[36, 42, 50, 54] In such studies, the basal
plane is found to remain smooth, indicating no roughening of the basal orientation. Such
observations are consistent with an ice surface exhibiting premelting before roughening for
the prismatic face, and no roughening at all for the basal face.
On the other hand, there are claims that the equilibrium crystal shape of ice should
be completely rounded above -6 C,[27, 55, 56] an observation which would indicate fully
roughened planes. In fact, x-ray reflectivity experiments have reported observation of a
fully rough surface of the basal plane before the advent of premelting at about -13 C.[27, 39]
These observations seem reasonable on theoretical grounds, since theoretical estimates of the
surface free energy,[53] as well as computer simulations of different ice models, indicate a very
small anisotropy of the surface free energy,[57] whence, the expectation of a quasi-spherical
equilibrium crystal shape.
Accordingly, it would appear that not only the thickness of the premelting film is un-
known. Even the relative order of the premelting and roughening transitions, or the occur-
rence of the latter altogether, are still a matter of debate.
Simulation studies could be a very useful tool for the study of the ice/vapor interface,
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since direct observation at atomic scale is possible. Studies up to date have confirmed the
presence of a premelting layer, but it is difficult to determine whether these models exhibit
surface melting, for problems of limited system sizes and inaccuracy in the location of the
melting point.[19, 58–61] Recently, Limmer and Chandler performed extensive simulations
of the ice/vapor interface, and observed a logarithmic divergence of the premelting layer
consistent with a surface melting transition on the basal plane; as well as a rough solid
surface of diverging correlation length.[21] This is a very careful study of surface melting,
but it is arguable whether the results may be extrapolated to describe a real substance
such as water. Clearly, the presence of the surface melting transition is an extremely subtle
property which is likely to require a very fine molecular model to describe reliably. Indeed, it
has been suggested that the absence of surface melting in water is the result of complicated
many-body interactions which require to take into account the time dependent dielectric
response of solid and liquid phases, as well as retardation effects.[37] These are fine features
that are well beyond the coarse scale of simple non-polarizable point charge models (let
alone models that altogether ignore dispersion forces and the electric interactions of water).
In this work we extend our study of the ice/vapor interface,[62, 63] with ice described
using the TIP4P/2005 model of water.[64] This force field is apparently very close to the
best rigid-point charge model of water,[65] and is therefore a good starting point for the
study of short range contributions to surface premelting. By introducing a convenient order
parameter, we are able to resolve the liquid from the solid, and study the fluctuations of the
resulting solid/film and film/vapor surfaces. This offers us a unique opportunity to study the
interplay between premelting and roughening of the solid/film surfaces. Our results show
that both basal and prismatic faces exhibit premelting, with hints of a roughening transition
on the prismatic facet. Unfortunately, a conclusive statement is still not possible, because
some limitations of the model that are unimportant in the study of bulk properties turn
out to be major concerns whenever two or more phases are involved, as is the case in our
study. Firstly, for reasons of numerical convenience, the dispersive interactions are cut-off at
a finite distance. Secondly, the non-polarizable model is known to exhibit a static dielectric
constant that is smaller for the solid than for the liquid phase, at odds with real water.[66]
Finally, because of the absence of polarizability, no retardation effects are incorporated at
all. Fortunately, it is expected that the range where these effects are important is beyond
the film thickness observed in our simulations.[37]
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II. THEORY
A. Roughening transition of an interface
The most significant feature of a roughening transition is a divergence of the parallel
and perpendicular correlations of the interface. Whereas this is essentially a general feature
in all roughening processes, the detailed physics of the considered interfaces may be quite
different. Here we briefly review how such transition comes about in two important cases,
namely, and adsorbed premelted film, and a solid surface.
1. Complete roughening of an adsorbed liquid-vapor interface
Consider a system with two bulk phases in coexistence (such as a solid and vapor phases),
and a third metastable phase (such as a liquid) that is adsorbed between the solid and vapor.
The premelted liquid film exhibits a quasi-liquid-vapor interface, which may be described in
terms of its local height above the solid phase, h(x), where x is a point on the plane of the
substrate. In the capillary wave approximation, the free energy H[h] of a given film profile
is given as:
Hl/v =
∫
dx
(
g(h) + γlv
√
1 + (∇h)2
)
(1)
The first term, g(h) is a binding potential describing the effective interaction of the liquid-
vapor interface with the underlying solid substrate. In principle, the binding or interface
potential for an adsorbed liquid on an inert substrate may be calculated from computer
simulations.[67, 68] However, the extension to premelting in a single component system
seems difficult. Here, it suffices to assume that there exists a binding potential whose
minimum sets the equilibrium film thickness of the system. The second term is governed by
the liquid-vapor surface tension, γlv, and penalizes increments of the surface area. Expanding
the Hamiltonian to second order in the fluctuations of h(x) away from the equilibrium film
height, one finds:
∆Hl/v =
1
2
∫
dx
(
g′′h2 + γlv(∇h)2
)
(2)
where the primes in g′′ denote differentiation with respect to h. The partition function for
this Hamiltonian may be worked out by expanding h(x) in Fourier modes. This yields the
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following result for the spectrum of film height fluctuations:
〈h2(q)〉 = kBT
A(g′′ + γlvq2)
(3)
This spectrum is the signature of a film with finite roughness. For wave-lengths that are
smaller than a parallel correlation length ξ = (γlv/g
′′)1/2, the fluctuations correspond to
a rough interface, with a spectrum characterized by a q−2 power law divergence. As the
wave-vector becomes small, however, g′′ damps the fluctuations, which become smooth for
wavelengths larger than ξ. In the limit where g′′ → 0, however, the correlation length
becomes infinite, the power law follows down to zero wave-vectors, and the interface becomes
rough on all length scales, indicating complete roughness of the interface.
2. Roughening transition of a solid’s surface
We now consider a roughening transition that does not correspond to the unbinding of
a fluid film from a solid substrate, but rather, to the unbinding of the solid-liquid interface
from its own underlying bulk solid substrate. Traditionally, this process has been described
using so called Solid on Solid models, which describe the solid as made of prismatic columns,
of discrete heights, hi, that are multiples of the inter-plane spacing, b.[16, 69] At 0 K, a high
symmetry surface is completely smooth, such that all columns are of equal height. Rising
a column by one lattice spacing creates a defect of energy J , which, however, increases
the surface entropy. The energy of a given realization of column heights may be described
qualitatively using the SOS Gaussian model:
Hs/l =
J
b2
∑
i,j
(hi − hj)2 (4)
where the sum runs over all neighboring lattices, and it is understood that the column
heights are multiples of the lattice spacing.
Whereas this model offers a rather clear description of the roughening process, it is
difficult to solve analytically. For this reason, it is convenient to resort to a somewhat more
abstract continuum model, known as the sine-Gordon model, which has the advantage of
being solvable. In this way, the energy is now written as:
Hs/l =
∫
dx
(
1
2
γ˜sl(∇h)2 − u cos(2pi
b
h)
)
(5)
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Here, the discrete column heights are now transformed into a continuum surface height, h(x),
so that the squared differences of Eq 4 are transformed into a squared gradient. Together
with this contribution, a bulk pining field is added in order to favor surface heights that
are multiples of the lattice spacing. The parameter γ˜sl is the interface stiffness, [9, 16, 69]
which penalizes deviations from the planar configuration, while u is a bulk-surface coupling
parameter which dictates the strength of the bulk pining field.
This model exhibits a roughening transition, at a temperature TR = 2γ˜sl/b
2, where the
bulk-surface coupling constant effectively vanishes. Above this temperature, the bulk pining
field is absent, and the Hamiltonian becomes exactly as the capillary wave Hamiltonian of
fluid-fluid interfaces. For highly symmetric crystals with low anisotropy, the stiffness does
not show large differences among different facets, and the roughening temperature is mainly
governed by the distance between equivalent planes, b. Accordingly, high symmetry faces,
with small inter-plane spacing, are usually those with highest roughening temperature.
It is instructive to expand the sine-Gordon Hamiltonian to quadratic order in the surface
profile. Up to an additive irrelevant constant, we obtain:[69, 70]
∆Hs/l =
1
2
∫
dx
(
4pi2u
b2
h2 + γ˜sl (∇h)2
)
(6)
Whence, to quadratic order in the surface height, the sine-Gordon Hamiltonian for column
fluctuations is essentially equal to the Capillary Wave Hamiltonian for adsorbed films, with
an effective pining strength υ = 4pi
2u
b2
in place of g′′. Accordingly, the spectrum of fluctuations
is:
〈h2(q)〉 = kBT
A(υ + γ˜sl q2)
(7)
As long as the pining coefficient u remains finite, the surface height fluctuations are bound,
and the surface is said to be smooth. If, however, u→ 0, the fluctuations diverge as q → 0
and the surface becomes rough on all length scales. According to the theory of equilib-
rium crystal shapes, crystal facets of length smaller than the correlation length (γ˜sl/υ)
1/2
disappear and become round.[35]
B. Model for coupled interface fluctuations
We now attempt to provide a phenomenological description of interface fluctuations of a
premelted solid-vapor interface. Consider, to be specific, a premelted water film (f), that is
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adsorbed on top of a bulk ice phase (i) separating it from a bulk vapor phase (v). Overall,
the ice/vapor interface may be described in terms of two different dividing surfaces, one,
separating solid ice from the water film, (if), and other, separating the film from the vapor
phase (fv). In our phenomenological model, we describe the fluctuations of the ice/film
surface using the sine-Gordon Hamiltonian, and the film/vapor surface using the Capillary
Wave Hamiltonian, as follows:
∆Hs/f/v =
∫
dx
(
1
2
γ˜iw(∇hif )2 − u cos(2pi
b
hif ) + g(hfv − hif ) + γwv
√
1 + (∇hfv)2
)
(8)
where hif and hfv are the local positions of the i/f and f/v surfaces, respectively; γ˜iw is the
stiffness of the i/w interface, γwv is the surface tension of the w/v interface and g(x) is a
local interface potential which binds the film of premelted ice to the bulk ice phase.
This Hamiltonian may be simplified by expanding to quadratic order in hif and hfv, as
noted previously. This results in a total energy which is essentially the sum of Eq 5 and Eq
1, with hif and hfv coupled via the interface potential. The Hamiltonian may be worked
out as before, by writing the film heights in Fourier modes, yielding:
∆Hs/f/v =
1
2
∑
q
{
[υ + g′′ + γ˜iwq2]|h2if (q)|+ [g′′ + γwvq2]|h2fv(q)| − 2g′′|hif (q)h∗fv(q)|
}
(9)
where we have introduced υ = 4pi2u/b2 as the effective bulk crystal field strength, for short.
The statistical weight of this Hamiltonian, exp(−∆H/kBT ) yields a Gaussian bivariate
distribution for the surface modes analogous to that found for coupled fluid-fluid interfaces
under gravity.[71–73] This can be solved immediately, providing the following result for the
spectrum of fluctuations:
〈|h2if (q)|〉 =
kBT
A
g′′ + γwvq2
[υ + g′′ + γ˜iwq2][g′′ + γwvq2]− g′′2
〈|h2fv(q)|〉 =
kBT
A
υ + g′′ + γ˜iwq2
[υ + g′′ + γ˜iwq2][g′′ + γwvq2]− g′′2
〈hif (q)h∗fv(q)〉 =
kBT
A
g′′
[υ + g′′ + γ˜iwq2][g′′ + γwvq2]− g′′2
(10)
These set of equations for the compound ice/vapor fluctuating interface is denoted henceforth
as the sine Gordon plus Capillary Wave model (SG-CW).
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In order to assess the significance of these equations, it is convenient to introduce the
effective surface stiffness, as:
Γα−β(q) =
kBT
A
1
〈hα(q)h∗β(q)〉q2
(11)
where the sub-indexes α and β denote here either the if or fv surfaces. Notice Γα−β has
dimensions of a surface free energy and corresponds exactly to the surface tension for rough
and isotropic interfaces in the limit of vanishing wave-vector. In the event that one or both
of the bulk phases involved are anisotropic, it corresponds rather to the surface stiffness
coefficient, which effectively diverges to infinity for a smooth interface as the wave-vector
vanishes.
In order to analyze the rich and complex behavior afforded by the coupled sine Gor-
don+capillary wave model, we introduce parallel correlation lengths characteristic of isolated
ice/water and water/vapor interfaces, ξ2iw = γ˜iw/υ, and ξ
2
wv = γwv/g
′′, respectively.
Γα−β(q)/q range (ξ2iw + ξ
2
wv)q
2  1 ξ2wvq2  1 ξ2iwq2 ξ2iwq2  1 ξ2wvq2 (ξ2iw + ξ2wv)q2  1
Γif−if (q) υq−2 (γ˜iw + γwv) υq−2 γ˜iw
Γfv−fv(q) υg
′′
υ+g′′ q
−2 (γ˜iw + γwv) γwv γwv
Γif−fv(q) υq−2 (γ˜iw + γwv) υγwvg′′
γ˜iwγwv
g′′ q
2
Comment Smooth and pinned Rough and pinned Smooth and depinned Rough and depinned
TABLE I. Summary of limiting behavior of the effective stiffness Γα−β(q) as a function of wave-
vector. The different ranges are given relative to the length-scales ξ2iw = γ˜iw/υ and ξ
2
wv = γwv/g
′′.
Roughness/smoothness describes the behavior of the ice/film surface; while pinned/depinned refers
to the behavior of the film/vapor surface relative to that of the ice/film surface.
Depending on the relative value of q with respect to the parallel correlation lengths, we
can identify four different regimes. In the very small wave-vector regime, all three effective
stiffness coefficients Γif−if , Γfv−fv and Γif−fv diverge. It corresponds to the case where the if
surface is smooth, and the fv surface is pinned to the solid. On the contrary, for length-scales
that are small compared to both ξiw and ξwv, the if and fv surfaces become uncorrelated,
while the effective stiffness become finite and adopt the value corresponding to independent
rough interfaces. For small wave-vectors, one of either two intermediate regimes can occur
in the event that the parallel correlation lengths of the ice/water or water/vapor surfaces are
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very different. If ξiw  ξwv, and ξ2wvq2  1 ξ2iwq2, then if and fv surfaces become strongly
correlated and behave as one single rough interface with a stiffness coefficient that is the
sum of the independent stiffness coefficients, γ˜iw + γwv. If, on the other hand, ξwv  ξiw,
but ξ2iwq
2  1  ξ2wvq2, then the if surface remains smooth, but the fv surface depins and
effectively becomes rough.
In practice, since we are actually interested in the behavior of ice covered by a premelting
film of finite thickness, g′′ is finite, and only the first two low wave-vector regimes are of
interest. Most significantly, the model allows for a clear distinction between two different
possible scenarios, namely, 1) the case where the film/vapor unbinds (surface melting),
before the roughening transition is reached. Then υ remains finite, and the low wave-vector
stiffness coefficients become effectively infinite. This is the smooth-and-pinned scenario. 2)
the case where a roughening transition occurs before the unbinding of the fv surface from the
if surface. In this case, υ = 0, and the effective stiffness of both the ice/fluid and fluid/vapor
surfaces, as well as their coupling attain a finite value equal to the sum of γ˜iw and γwv. This
is the rough-and-pinned scenario. The Table I summarizes the limits of Γ in each of the four
possible situations described above.
III. METHODS
We have used the TIP4P/2005 model of water. Our systems consist of an ice slab placed
in the middle of the z direction of a rectangular simulation box of sides Lx, Ly and Lz with
the interface placed at the x, y plane. Surrounding this slab there are water molecules if an
ice/water system is simulated, or vacuum for an ice/vapor system.
In order to deal with a reasonable number of molecules we set Lx >> Ly. In this way
our systems present an elongated interfacial area which allow us to study capillary waves
propagating along the x direction. The values of the box sides and the number of molecules
of each system are shown in Table II.
In order to analyze our systems we need to find a discrete function h(x) describing the
interface. To manage this we make use of the order parameter q¯6 of Lechner and Dellago
[74], which allows us to distinguish between solid and liquid molecules.
When analyzing ice/water systems we follow the same procedure as in Ref. [75]. In this
procedure we get rid of fluid–like molecules by making use of the order parameter and the
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biggest solid cluster is found.
However, for the ice/vapor system the procedure is not always the same, as we can
find two different surfaces as mentioned in the introduction: the ice/film surface and the
film/vapor surface. For the ice/film surface the procedure is exactly the same as for the
ice/water surface, since we are interested only in solid–like molecules. On the contrary, for
the film/vapor surface we are interested in the interface between a liquid–like film and a
vapor. For this reason we do not make use of any order parameter and we just look for the
biggest cluster, regardless it is solid or fluid. By doing this we get rid of any vapor particle.
Finally, once we have isolated the molecules which concern us for each surface we can
define a discretised interface profile along the x direction, h(x). Due to the anisotropy of the
ice facets, the surface fluctuations are characterized not only by the chosen facet, but also by
the direction of the x axis along which the fluctuations are measured. To distinguish different
realizations of the fluctuations, we denote the surface in round parenthesis, and the direction
perpendicular to the propagation of the fluctuations in squared parenthesis, as described in
detail in Ref.[62, 63, 75] For example, the primary prismatic facet is denoted here as (pI).
Propagation of waves along the direction perpendicular to the basal or secondary prismatic
planes are non-equivalent. We specify this by indicating in square brackets the crystal
direction perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. Whence, (pI)[pII] corresponds
to propagation of surface waves on the pI plane that run along the Basal direction.
We prepare our systems by equilibrating an ice Ih configuration at T=248K and 1 bar,
about 2 K below the triple point of the model [65, 76, 77]. We then re-scale the simulation
box to the average value of Lx, Ly and Lz to avoid any stress. The solid is then placed next
to a liquid or vacuum, for ice/water and ice/vapor interfaces respectively, and equilibrated
in the NVT ensemble until the energy of the systems remains stable.
Then we perform production runs of about 0.5µs in the NVT ensemble with the time
step for the Velocity-Verlet integrator fixed to 0.003ps. The cut-off distance for Lennard-
Jones interactions was set at 0.9 nm and standard Ewald summations were used. Snapshots
were saved every 75ps, resulting in a total of about 6500 snapshots. The temperature if the
system was fixed by using the velocity-rescaling thermostat of Bussy, Donadio and Parrinello
[78].
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Orientation ice/water interface Molecules ice/vapour interface Molecules
LxxLyxLz(nm
3) LxxLyxLz(nm
3)
(Basal)[pII] 18.7696x1.8039x9.3319 10112 18.7696x1.8039x9.3319 4632
(pI)[Basal] 18.0134x2.1991x8.0808 10240 18.0577x2.2045x9.5000 5520
(pI)[pII] 17.6430x2.3491x7.8227 10368 17.6430x2.3491x9.0000 5760
(pII)[Basal] 17.9927x2.2047x8.3875 10670 18.0596x2.2063x9.0000 5760
(pII)[pI] 18.3690x1.8037x8.3928 8896 18.3661x1.8035x9.0000 4800
(pI)[Basal] 36.1163x2.2062x19.0000 23040
(pI)[pII] 36.7309x1.8034x19.0000 19200
TABLE II. Box dimensions of the different systems studied.
IV. RESULTS
Here we present results for the structure of the ice/water and ice/vapor interface of
basal, primary prismatic (pI) and secondary prismatic (pII) planes. The simulations of the
ice/water interface are carried out at a temperature of ca. T=248.5K, while those of the
ice/vapor interface are simulated at ca. T=248.7K.
Unfortunately, the melting point is difficult to determine with state of the art simulations
to a precision better than ±0.5 K, and the literature reports data scattered between about
249 and 253 K.[65, 76, 77] The melting point seems to depend not only on system size, as
discussed recently,[77] but also on the Lennard-Jones cutoff-distance (c.f. Ref.[79]). Whereas
we did not make a precise evaluation of the melting point here, our results seem consistent
with results reported for systems with a Lennard-Jones cutoff of 1 nm, whence, Tt = 250.5 K.
To avoid the need for a detailed knowledge of the model properties, we refer to our simulation
henceforth somewhat loosely as being 2 K away from the triple point.
A. Density profiles
1. Ice/water interface
Fig. 1 shows results for the density profiles across the ice/water interface for all three
planes studied and different surface setups.[62] Notice that the density profiles are not in-
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FIG. 1. Density profiles of ice–water systems along z direction. (a) (Basal)[pII], (b) (pI)[Basal],
(c) (pI)[pII], (d) (pII)[Basal], (e) (pII)[pI]. The density profiles have been calculated with slabs
of thickness 0.05σ. Black lines correspond to the whole system and orange lines correspond to
ice–like molecules. Horizontal dotted–dashed lines correspond to the average bulk density of the
fluid phase.
trinsic properties of the bulk thermodynamic field, but rather, depend also on the lateral
system size. With this caution, however, we can interpret the density profiles in the mean
field sense.
For each plane, it is apparent the coexistence of a well equilibrated bulk solid phase,
with oscillatory behavior, and a homogeneous liquid phase of uniform density. This can be
inferred by comparing the total density profile (black lines), with the density of molecules
labeled as solid (orange lines), which are fully coincident within a large slab several layers
thick. The bulk solid phase acts on average as a hard wall, whereupon damped oscillations
of the liquid phase decay towards the bulk liquid phase due to packing correlations.
Although the thickness of the interface is almost the same in the three planes studied
[57] the number of layers involved in it differs. The basal plane exhibits 5 distinct layers
of ordered liquid before decaying to the bulk density; the pI plane shows four bimodal
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oscillations, and the pII is that exhibiting a larger number of layers with about six clear
oscillations before decaying to the liquid density. In all cases, there is a clear penetration of
the solid density into the region where the liquid is the majority phase. This indicates either
a rough interface, or the presence of terraces, such that, along the same layer, a partially
filled solid stacking is interrupted by pockets of liquid water.
As expected, the density profiles of equal planes but different geometries, do not differ
from each other. Unlike the stiffness coefficients, the density profiles are properties of the
plane only, not of a privileged direction for wave propagation within that plane. Hence, the
density profiles of the (pI)[basal] and (pI)[pII] setups are essentially identical, and similarly,
those of the (pII)[basal] and (pII)[pI] are also equal.
2. Ice/vapor interface
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FIG. 2. Density profiles of the ice–vapour interfaces along z direction. (a) (Basal)[pII], (b)
(pI)[Basal], (c) (pI)[pII], (d) (pII)[Basal], (e) (pII)[pI]. The density profiles have been calculated
with slabs of thickness 0.05σ. Black lines correspond to the whole system and orange lines corre-
spond to ice–like molecules.
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The density profiles of the ice/vapor interface are shown in Fig. 2 for the same planes and
geometries studied previously.[62] Again it is possible to identify a bulk solid phase several
layers thick, and a vapor phase of very small density (essentially zero density in the scale
of the figure). Compared to the ice/water interface, however, the presence of a third liquid
phase protruding between the bulk solid and vapor phases is fairly apparent, as indicated by
the high density regions with damped oscillations corresponding to water molecules labeled
as liquid phase. Whence, it is concluded that the ice/vapor interface is best described as an
ice/film/vapor system, with a premelted liquid film between the vapor and the solid. A full
characterization of the fluctuating interface then requires to distinguish between the ice/film
and the film/vapor surfaces, which could in principle, exhibit different correlations, at least
at large wave-vectors.
Interestingly, a comparison of the decaying oscillations of the premelted film and the
ice/water interface reveals a rather similar structure. This is best seen in Fig.3, where
the total density profile of the ice/water and ice/vapor interfaces is compared for all planes
studied. The figure clearly shows that the ice/vapor interface is nearly equal to the ice/water
interface. Not only it follows the oscillations expected for the bulk solid phase, but also
mimics accurately the damped oscillations of the decaying water profile, up to a point where
the density suddenly falls to the bulk vapor density.
Similarly, the density profile of solid like atoms is the same in both the ice/water and
ice/vapor interfaces, both within the bulk solid slab, and in the decaying density profile.
We test this in Fig. 4, where the density profiles of solid like molecules for the ice/water
and ice/vapor interfaces are compared. Clearly, the structure of the density oscillations is
nearly equal, with only somewhat smaller solid molecule densities in the ice/vapor system.
Such differences are obviously a result of the somewhat smaller chemical potential that is
imposed along the sublimation line, as compared to that of the melting line.
Finally, we see from Fig. 4 that the structure of the film formed at the ice/vapor interface
is the same as that of the liquid phase of the ice/water interface.
These set of figures clearly indicate that the ice/film boundary of the ice/vapor interface is
very similar to that of the ice/water boundary, at least at temperatures a few degrees below
the triple point. Interestingly, this observation is quite consistent with recent measurement
of ice growth, which revealed an activated mechanism with equal molecular step energies for
ice crystallites grown in water or vapor bulk phases, and supports the hypothesis that the
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rate determining step of crystal growth, whether from the liquid or the vapor phase, is the
stacking of crystal planes at the liquid/ice boundary.[80, 81]
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FIG. 3. Complete density profiles of the ice–water (black) and the ice–vapour (red) systems along
z direction. (a) (Basal)[pII], (b) (pI)[Basal], (c) (pI)[pII], (d) (pII)[Basal], (e) (pII)[pI]. Dashed and
dotted blue line correspond to the average density of the fluid phase. The density profiles have
been calculated with slabs of thickness 0.05σ.
B. Roughness
As discussed previously, the density profiles of the ice/water and the ice/vapor interface
clearly reveal a considerable degree of surface disorder. This is apparent in the ice/vapor
interface by the presence of a premelted film, but also, by the inter-penetration of the liquid
profile into the solid profile across several solid layers (Fig 4). This implies that the ice/film
surface is either rough or has a large density of surface steps.
We note at this stage that our previous study of the ice/water interface for the TIP4P/2005
model,[57] revealed that all three basal, pI and pII planes where rough at least up to the
largest length scale of our simulation box, i.e., about λ = 18 nm.
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FIG. 4. Density profiles of ice–like molecules for the ice–water (black) and the ice–vapour (red) sys-
tems along z direction. (a) (Basal)[pII], (b) (pI)[Basal], (c) (pI)[pII], (d) (pII)[Basal], (e) (pII)[pI].
The density profiles have been calculated with slabs of thickness 0.05σ
In Fig. 5 we plot the effective stiffnesses for the ice/film and film/vapor surfaces, Γif−if (q),
Γfv−fv(q), as well as the stiffness coefficient for the crossed correlations Γif−fv(q). For short,
we name these Γif (q), Γfv(q) and Γiv(q), respectively. Results are shown for the pI, basal
and pII facets. Results for the ice/water surface from our previous study are also shown for
comparison.[57]
According to the model of section II B, for small wave-vectors the Γ(q) remain finite for a
rough interface (vanishing υ), but diverge if the interface is smooth (finite υ), as indicated in
Table.I Our results for the primary prismatic facet (pI) illustrate this clearly. The stiffness
coefficients obtained from fluctuations along the basal direction (Fig.5.a) seem to converge
to a finite constant value equal to the sum of γ˜iw and γwv, as expected for a rough surface
(the rough and pinned scenario). On the contrary, the coefficients obtained from fluctuations
along the pII direction appear to diverge, as expected for a smooth interface in the smooth
and pinned scenario (Fig.5.b). In our previous work,[63] we interpreted this observation as
revealing the neighborhood of a roughening transition on the pI face of ice very near to the
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FIG. 5. Plots of Γ(q) vs q for several ice–vapour interfaces studied. (a) (pI)[Basal], (b) (pI)[pII],
(c) (Basal)[pII] and (d) (pII)[Basal]. Results pertaining to the ice/vapor interface are shown as
filled symbols, with Γif (q) (blue circles) Γfv(q) (red squares) and Γif−fv(q) (green triangles). Full
lines with the corresponding colour are fits of the simulation results to the SG-CW model, with
parameters of the fit shown in Table IV. Empty symbols represent stiffness coefficients for the
ice/water (blue circles) and water/vapor (red squares) interfaces. Dashed lines are corresponding
fits to the model of Eq.12. Greek letters close to the y-axis denote limiting values for the stiffnesses,
with Σ = γ˜iw + γwv.
triple point. The difficulty to stabilize the temperature to less than tenths of K over the
very large simulation runs of about half a microsecond could explain the differences observed
when studying the fluctuations on the pI facet along different directions. We can, however,
not discard a very complicated dependence of the results on the system size. The roughening
transition is a fluctuation dominated process which is highly geometry dependent. The need
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to study quasi-one-dimensional systems to access the low q regime at an affordable price
could potentially have an impact on the results. However, since in experiments the pI facet
has been observed to undergo a roughening transition very close to the triple point,[36, 42]
we interpret the results obtained for the (pI)[basal] direction as indicative of a roughening
transition for the TIP4P/2005 model.
Together with the results of the pI facet, we show results for the the stiffness on the basal
facet along the pII direction (basal)[pII] (Fig.5.c) and the secondary prismatic facet along the
basal direction (pII)[basal] (Fig.5.d). The results in this case are also difficult to interpret,
because we have studied smaller system sizes which are only starting to exhibit the low q
regime. However, subject to some reservations the results seem to indicate a divergence of
the stiffness coefficients for the basal facet (smooth and pinned scenario) and convergence
to a constant value for the pII facet (rough and pinned scenario). To help interpret these
results, we have indicated with an arrow in the figures the q = 0 limit expected from the
model for a rough interface (i.e., γ˜iw + γwv). A smooth extrapolation of the simulated data
(as performed by visual inspection), would seem to indicate that the results for (Basal)[pII]
are larger than this limit, while those for (pII)[Basal] seem to favor the hypothesis of a
completely rough interface. This is very much consistent with experimental observations.
Indeed, indications of nucleated or spiral growth on the basal facet have been reported in
recent years,[81–83] confirming the expectations from crystal growth measurements that the
basal face of ice is smooth up to the triple point.[80, 84] On the contrary, the absence of pII
facets in ice crystallites suggests a roughening transition for this face well below the triple
point.[14–16]
To see the difference in surface structure in a more intuitive way, we accompany our
results with snapshots taken from the simulations in Fig. 6. The results seem to support
clearly the presence of terraces on the basal face, and appear clearly rough for the pII face,
with the pI facet exhibiting a structure somewhat in between these limits.
Despite these indications, it must be noted that observation of a regime with apparently
rough behavior does not allow to rule out the appearance of a smooth behavior at length
scales larger than the size of our simulation box, as indicated in Table.I. Indeed, in the event
that the ice/water correlation length is much larger than the water/vapor correlation length,
it is possible to observe a correlated rough behavior of the full surface before the attainment
of smooth behavior at wave-lengths larger than ξiw. In fact, Libbrecht has suggested that
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(a) (Basal)[pII] Ice/water (b) (Basal)[pII] Ice/vapor
(c) (pI)[Basal] Ice/water (d) (pI)[Basal] Ice/vapor
(e) (pII)[pI] Ice/water (f) (pII)[pI] Ice/vapor
FIG. 6. Ice structures for different interfaces.
the ice interface remains rough up to fairly large length scales of about 20 unit cells, but
that could eventually become smooth at larger length scales.[80]
C. Structure at small wave-lengths
In the previous section we have interpreted the spectrum of fluctuations at low wave-
vectors on the basis of the SG-CW model of section II B. We have concluded that at a
temperature two Kelvin below the triple point, the basal facet is smooth, the pII facet is
rough and the pI facet is likely very close to a roughening transition.
We now test whether the model serves as a qualitative description of the ice/vapor in-
terface at large wave-vectors. We note that, according to the model, the effective stiffnesses
for the ice/film and film/vapor surfaces should become equal to those of the ice/water and
water/vapor surfaces, respectively, for large enough wave vectors (c.f. Table I).
We test this hypothesis by comparing Γif and Γfv with the stiffness coefficients, Γiw and
Γwv obtained in our previous work for the ice/water and water/vapor interface,[75] as shown
with open symbols in Fig.5.
The results show that the stiffness coefficients of the premelting film are indeed very
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FIG. 7. Stiffness of the ice/film (blue solid symbols), ice/water (green empty symbols), film/vapor
(red solid symbols) and water/vapor (black stars) interfaces as a function of the wave-vector
for all the interfaces studied. (Basal)[pII]: circles, (pI)[Basal]: diamonds, (pI)[pII]: triangles up,
(pII)[Basal]: squares and (pII)[pI]: triangles down. The vertical dashed line defines the region
where the surfaces are uncorrelated. Note the round parenthesis indicate the plane studied, while
the square brackets correspond to the direction of capillary wave propagation.
similar to those of water for wave-vectors beyond about q = 1.5 nm−1, as summarized for
all surface directions studied in Fig. 7. Thus, for wavelengths smaller than about λ = 4 nm,
the ice surface cannot tell the difference between the bulk liquid phase or the thin premelted
film. Similarly, the liquid/vapor surface cannot tell whether it limits a bulk liquid phase
or a thin premelted film in contact with bulk ice. Whence, at this length-scale, surface
properties of the bounding premelting film are hardly distinguishable from those of water.
This behavior is consistent with experimental findings, which report clear signatures of bulk
water on the premelting film at small scales.[48]
In terms of surface fluctuations, what this means is that for such wavelengths, the ice/film
and film/vapor surfaces behave independently from each other, and are therefore uncorre-
lated. For that reason, the cross correlations 〈∣∣hif (q)h∗fv∣∣〉 decay very fast and the corre-
sponding stiffness Γiv(q) diverges, as is observed in Fig.5 (triangles) and is predicted from
the analysis of Eq.10 and Eq.11 in Table.I
In order to stress this point in a quantitative manner, we fit Γif (q) and Γfv(q) for q >
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Orientation γ˜iw(mN/m) γ˜if (mN/m) γfv(mN/m)
(Basal)[pII] 28.4 30.8 88.7
(pI)[Basal] 26.1 30.3 87.1
(pI)[pII] 27.2 29.2 84.6
(pII)[Basal] 22.8 24.2 79.3
(pII)[pI] 24.8 25.3 79.2
TABLE III. Stiffness and interfacial tension of the ice/water and ice/vapor interfaces. The value
of the water/vapor surface tension is γwv = 72.3mN/m
1.5 nm−1 to the expression given by the capillary wave theory [85–87]:
γ˜(q) = γ˜0 + κq
2 + cq4 (12)
where κ is known as the bending rigidity coefficient, and c a fitting parameter with no
particular physical significance.
Table III collects the data obtained this way, together with the corresponding results
obtained for the ice/water interface.[62] Note that the results reported here correspond to
direct extrapolation of Γif (q) to q → 0. This provides the interfacial stiffness coefficients
and not to the surface tensions. The stiffness coefficients reported in the table are suitably
analysed in Ref.[62] and show very good agreement with interface tension measurements
from the mold integration technique.[88]
The estimates obtained from the fluctuations of the premelting film are in reasonable
agreement with the data for the independent interfaces, albeit systematically too large.
A closer inspection shows that in fact this could have been expected from our model.
Indeed, since the stiffness coefficients are actually not constants, but rather, are q dependent,
it follows that the bending rigidity coefficients feed into the apparent stiffness so that, in
fact, the fits yield the stiffness coefficients up to a constant small factor of:
1 +
g′′
γiwγwv
(κiw + κwv) (13)
Since the bending rigidities are positive, and we expect g′′ also to be small but positive, this
factor is larger than unity, and explains the somewhat larger coefficients obtained in Table
III.
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Additionally, this seems to be consistent with claims that the film-vapor surface tension of
an adsorbed film is expected to depend on the film thickness by a factor that is proportional
to ξ2b g
′′ (with ξb the bulk correlation length), as shown recently,[57, 67, 89, 90]. Since g′′ > 0,
this term could account for an enhancement of γfv with respect to the water-vapor surface
tension γwv pertaining to semi-infinite amounts of bulk phase. Notice that the need for a
film thick dependent surface tension was also suggested recently.[44]
V. QUANTITATIVE TEST
In the two preceding sections we have shown that the qualitative results of the phe-
nomenological SG-CW model allow us to interpret the results obtained from simulations. A
crucial issue as regards the surface structure is whether the interface is overall smooth (υ
finite) or rough (υ = 0), which can be elucidated from the behavior of the effective stiffnesses
in the q → 0 limit. Unfortunately, the low wave-vector regime is achieved very slowly, so
there remains some uncertainty as to the conclusions reached from visual extrapolation of
the limited simulation data.
In our study, we have found that the SG-CW model not only provides a qualitative frame-
work to interpret the interfacial behavior; it also provides a rather reasonable quantitative
account of the simulation results. This allows us to provide estimates of the phenomenolog-
ical parameters υ and g′′, and also allows us to exploit the intermediate wave-vector data
in order to determine whether the surface is rough or smooth in a consistent and controlled
manner. To show this, we performed fits of the stiffness coefficients to the SG-CW, with
υ used either as a fitting parameter or fixed at υ = 0. For (pI)[Basal] and (pII)[Basal],
the constrained fit with υ = 0 provided the smallest squared deviations, while for (pI)[pII]
and (Basal)[pII], the smallest deviations were obtained using a finite value for υ. Best fits
to the simulation data are shown in Fig.5. As illustrated in the figure (notice the double
logarithmic scale of the plot), the model provides a systematic means for extrapolation of
the results into the low q region, and supports the conclusions obtained previously by visual
inspection.
Table IV collects the model parameters of the best fits displayed on Fig.5. The data
can be exploited to provide estimates for very relevant surface properties that are otherwise
extremely difficult to obtain from computer simulation. Firstly, we can trivially estimate
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the parallel correlation length of ice/film and film/vapor surfaces, since ξif = (γiw/υ)
1/2 and
ξfv = (γwv/υ)
1/2. For smooth surfaces on a mono-crystal, growth proceeds by birth and
spread of 2-d critical nuclei that are just one lattice spacing higher than the flat facet. The
parallel correlation length ξif dictates the range of decay of the ice/film profile, so that the
average slope of this profile at the edge of a pancake like nucleus is given by ≈ b/ξif . In
order to clearly identify a terrace in a molecular simulation, we would need a simulation
box which is several times larger than ξif in the lateral direction. The table shows that
the Basal facet has a parallel correlation length of about two nanometers, so that properly
formed terraces can only be identified in a simulation box with lateral dimensions of about
10 nanometers. This explains why it appears to be so difficult to identify such structures in
computer simulations of the Basal facet. Also ξfv is a relevant property, since it determines
the length-scales over which defects on the ice-film surface are healed by the premelting
film.[91] Particularly, the liquid-film heals irregularities of the ice surface with a length-scale
smaller than ξiv, but will adapt to irregularities which occur on a length-scale larger than ξiv.
For smooth realizations of the ice surface, Table IV shows that ξif is somewhat larger but
of the same order of magnitude as ξfv, so we expect that the profile of terraces formed on
the ice-film surface will be followed rather faithfully by the film-vapor surface. This explains
why steps are observed consistently on the basal surface of ice by optical microscopy, despite
the presence of a premelting film.[41, 81–83]
Of even greater significance is the possibility to estimate step free energies. Indeed, we
expect that the step free energy, β, describing the free energy cost of the edge on a terrace
will be of the order uξif . For the sine-Gordon model, in fact, β =
2b2
pi2
(γiwυ)
1/2.[92] As seen
in Table IV, estimates using this formula are found to be about 3 · 10−13 J/m, which is the
same order of magnitude as results reported by Libbrecht from crystal growth measurements,
β ≈ 8 · 10−13 J/m,[93] and a factor of 10 smaller than very recent estimates by Murata et
al. by direct observation of 2-d nucleation rates, β ≈ 9 · 10−12 J/m.[83]
VI. SURFACE MELTING?
Whereas it is quite clear from our simulations that there is a thin premelting layer of
about one nanometer thickness, it is far more difficult to confirm whether this surface film
diverges as the triple point is approached, i.e., whether the system undergoes surface melting
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Surface b/nm υ · 10−15/J·m−4 g′′ · 10−15/J·m−4 ξif/nm β · 1012/Jm−1 ξfv/nm
(Basal)[pII] 0.37 6.5 6.0 2.1 0.37 3.5
(pI)[Basal] 0.40 0 8.7 ∞ 0 2.9
(pI)[pII] 0.40 3.3 7.3 2.9 0.30 3.2
(pII)[Basal] 0.22 0 3.6 ∞ 0 4.5
TABLE IV. Values of the structural properties of the ice/vapor interface for the TIP4P/2005 model
as extracted from fits to Eq.10 and 11.
or not. In principle, this could be elucidated by measuring the premelting thickness as
a function of temperature, followed by suitable extrapolation.[19, 21] However, the test
requires large systems, a very precise knowledge of the triple point and also a fine control of
the temperature, which is difficult to achieve for inhomogeneous systems.
In practice, the existence of a surface melting transition will depend essentially on the
behavior of the interface potential, g(h), at large film thickness. An interface potential
decaying to zero with negative slope, implies a repulsion of the film/vapor interface from
the ice/film surface, and a propensity to surface melt. On the contrary, if g(h) decays
with positive slope, then an increase in film thickness is penalized, and the film will remain
finite at coexistence.[26] In the absence of an explicit interface potential calculated for this
system, we can nevertheless make a discussion based on general concepts of wetting and
intermolecular forces.
Exactly how does g(h) decay will depend on the nature of the long range dispersion
interactions. A precise account of such interactions in computer simulations is actually
completely beyond present state of the art, because they result from quantum fluctuations
of the electromagnetic field all the way from x-ray to infrared frequencies, plus static contri-
butions as well. Accordingly, an accurate representation of the van der Waals forces would
require to account for polarization effects in this whole range. A more appropriate theoreti-
cal framework is the quantum field theory of Dzyaloshinskii, Lifshitz and Pitaevskii (DLP),
which allows us to describe these interactions from the known dielectric response of the
media involved.[70, 94, 95]
Because the full expression of the DLP theory is fairly difficult to interpret qualitatively, it
is best to discuss the results separately for film thickness that are either small (non-retarded
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interactions) or large (retarded interactions) compared to the distance traveled by light at
ultraviolet frequencies.
For non-retarded interactions, the long range contribution to the interface potential has
the form:[70, 95, 96]
glr(h) = −Aω=0 + Aω>0
12pih2
(14)
where Aω=0 and Aω>0 are thermal and athermal contributions to the total Hamaker constant,
A = Aω=0+Aω>0. The first term depends only on the static dielectric response of the media.
It includes purely classical thermal averaging of the dipole fluctuations, such as Keesom plus
Debye type interactions between the molecules. It reads:
Aω=0 =
3kBT
4
(i(0)− w(0))(v(0)− w(0))
(i(0) + w(0))(v(0) + w(0))
(15)
where i(0), w(0), v(0) are the static dielectric constants of the ice, water and vapor phases.
The second term stems from the frequency dependent dielectric response and has a purely
quantum mechanical origin:
Aω>0 =
3~
4pi
∫ ∞
0
(i(iω)− w(iω))(v(iω)− w(iω))
(i(iω) + w(iω))(v(iω) + w(iω))
dω (16)
where know, the integrand involves the dielectric response as a function of imaginary fre-
quencies.
The static dielectric response of ice is larger than that of water,[96] i(0) ≈ 91.5, w(0) ≈
88.2 and v(0) ≈ 1, so that Aω=0 is negative, and favors wetting of water on ice at the
triple point.[37] At finite imaginary frequencies, the dielectric constant of ice is smaller
than that of water from the micro-wave to the visible, but becomes larger again in the
extreme-ultraviolet.[37] In practice, the high frequency dielectric response dominates the
behavior of the Hamaker constant at small distances. Using DLP theory, with dielectric
data reported by Elbaum and Schick as input, we find Aω=0 +Aω>0 = −4.1 · 10−22 J, with a
static contribution Aω=0 = −5.1 · 10−23 J that accounts for about 10% of the total Hamaker
constant (c.f. Ref.[21, 97]).
Actually, the above results are only appropriate for film lengths that are smaller than the
typical distance traveled by the electromagnetic field in the extreme ultraviolet region. For
thicker films, at the nanometer range, retardation effects cause the intermolecular forces to
decay at a faster rate which asymptotically is of the order ≈ h−3. More importantly, the
constant governing this decay depends on the visible and infra-red dielectric response of the
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material and can have completely different sign from Aω=0.[94] Elbaum and Schick carried
a detailed analysis of the high frequency dielectric response, and concluded that, because
of retardation effects, the interface potential at large distances takes a positive slope, and
therefore develops a very shallow minimum at about 36 A˚, so that, under the action of long
range forces alone, water does not wet ice at the triple point.[37]
Whence, contrary to erroneous claims by Limmer,[97] the origin of incomplete surface
melting of ice is not at all related to the static Hamaker constant Aω=0, which is used with
the erroneous sing convention in Ref.[21, 97], but rather, to retarded interactions that are
dominated by the visible and infrared terms of the dielectric response and decay as ≈ h−3.
Yet, these arguments leave completely aside the possibility of pure Coulombic interactions
that could result from a net charge at the ice/water and water/vapor surface.[98] This can
occur even in pure water, because the broken symmetry of the interface promotes a small
but significant net charge transfer between molecules.[99]
This discussion serves to understand how difficult it is to clarify the issue of surface
melting by using standard computer simulations. In all such studies to date, rigid point
charge models have been employed at best.[19, 21, 23] Unfortunately, such models are not
polarizable and do not properly account for the dielectric response, as they usually predict a
smaller static dielectric constant for ice than for water.[66, 100–102] As a result, the sign of
Aω=0 is inverted with respect to expectations based on the experimental dielectric constant.
This issue cannot be remedied by considering the Aω>0 contribution. Indeed, that term,
which stems from quantum mechanical fluctuations of the electric field at extreme ultraviolet
frequencies, is accounted in classical simulations by the dispersive −4(σ/r)6 contribution
of the Lennard-Jones potential. Whence, Aω>0 depends only on the difference between the
bulk densities of the phases involved, and is given by:[103, 104]
Aω>0 = 4pi
2σ6(ρi − ρw)(ρv − ρw) (17)
For water, it is well known that ρw > ρi > ρv, so that Aω>0 is also positive and accordingly
does not favor surface melting either.
In fact, the latter contribution cannot be described accurately in computer simulations,
since, in practice, dispersive interactions are truncated beyond a nanometer or so. Whence,
long range dispersive interactions are replaced by short range truncated interactions, which
produce an exponential rather than an algebraic decay, and correspond to the complete
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neglect of Aω>0 beyond the cutoff distance.
A plausible assumption is that rigid point charge models will therefore not yield surface
melting, since they are dominated by the incorrect Aω=0 term stemming from the permanent
dipoles. Unlike dispersive terms, such long range contribution is indeed taken into account
explicitly in simulations via the Ewald summation. Possibly, however, the presence of a
nanometer thick premelting film close to the triple point growing as temperature is raised
towards the triple point,[19] indicates that the short range structural forces in water do
promote surface melting. This hypothesis is further supported by recent simulations, where
a coarse grained model of water that only enforces short range tetrahedral correlations,
but ignores charges and dispersion, has shown convincingly to exhibit (short range) surface
melting.[21] Assuming that point charge models exhibit short range structural forces of
similar nature, one then concludes that a thick premelting film must form at the triple point.
Whether such film exhibits a divergence or not in real water will be then dictated by the
nature of the long range dispersive interactions, which, at best, can be described within the
DLP framework and seem to indicate incomplete surface melting.[37] Computer simulations
do seem to indicate reliably from the extent of the prewetting films of our model, that the
range where short range structural forces dominate over the Hamaker contribution is at least
at the nanometer range. This implies that the minimum estimated from consideration of
long range forces alone at about 36 A˚,[37] is most likely located at longer distances, and will
play a significant role at temperatures very close to the triple point.
This scenario is supported by recent experimental observations, which indicate that thick
but bound films of up to 9 nm can form on saturated ice surfaces close to the triple point.[41–
44] Unexpectedly, the experiments have also revealed that these thick films grow discontinu-
ously, as in a first order thin-to-thick surface phase transition, of the kind observed previously
for alkanes adsorbed on water and polymer on silicium.[105–108] This scenario implies the
presence of two minima of the interface potential,[44] and currently, there is no known the-
oretical explanation to account for the origin of this additional minimum. Clearly, much
greater efforts will be needed to fully elucidate the intriguing surface behavior of ice close
to the triple point.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the structure of the solid/vapor interfaces of water in the
neighborhood of the triple point for the TIP4P/2005 model. Our results show that the three
most important planes of ice, basal, primary prismatic and secondary prismatic exhibit a
thin premelted liquid layer of about 0.9 nm. This implies that the ice/vapor interface may be
described in terms of two additional surfaces, separating the premelting layer from the bulk
solid and bulk vapor phases. We have studied the fluctuations of these two surfaces, and
analyzed them in terms of a simple phenomenological model of coupled surface fluctuations.
Our results suggest that the ice/film surface is smooth for the basal facet, it is rough for
the secondary prismatic facet, and very close to the roughening transition 2 K away from
the triple point for the primary prismatic facet. The basal facet has a step free energy of
about 10−13 J/m, in reasonable agreement with experiments.[53, 83] The film/vapor surface
at large wave-lengths is strongly correlated to the ice/film surface, and exhibits qualitatively
similar fluctuations. Our study reveals that it is possible to have a highly disordered outer
layer of premelted molecules below a smooth and faceted surface. Furthermore, it shows
that the liquid like premelting film can adapt to the shape of the steps on the surface, thus
explaining why a premelting film can be consistent with the observation of steps and terraces
in experiments.[41–44]
We test the phenomenological model by comparing the ice/film and film/vapor fluctua-
tions with those obtained from independent simulations of the ice/water and water/vapor
interfaces. The results clearly demonstrate a crossover from a microscopic regime of length
scales smaller than about 4.5 nm, where the premelted surfaces fluctuate independently,
and nearly as those of the ice/water and water/vapor interfaces. For larger wavelengths, on
the contrary, the two surfaces become correlated and behave as a single interface. When
the facet becomes rough, fluctuations become governed by a stiffness which is close to, but
somewhat larger than the sum of the ice/water stiffness and the water/vapor surface tension,
whence, about 100 mJ/m2.
Our results lend support to a recent study, which indicates that the crystal growth of
ice crystallites in either bulk water or bulk vapor follows a similar mechanism [80, 81].
This implies, for the crystal growth in the vapor phase, a process that is limited by the
crystallization of water molecules within the premelted liquid film.
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On the contrary, we note that present state of the art computer simulations have not
reached the level of accuracy required to elucidate accurately the problem of surface melting
on ice.
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